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f \ UNITED STATES

# E NUCLEAR REGULATORY. COMMISSION
^

E E' ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
%, [

''

- ' , WASHINGTON,D.C.20666 '-

.....
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.

September 21, 1995
,

,

4

MEMORANDUM TO: Files
i

THRU-:. Jack G. Whetstine, Director
Program Support and Analys aff

b

FROM: Sherma K. Donovan
Project Officer
Atomic Safety and Licensing' Board. Panel

' SUBJECT: VOGTLE TRANSCRIPT REVISIONS FOR SEPTEMBER'8,
,

1995
^

,

The'' enclosed are corrected pages (13436, 13486, 13491-92, and'
13509) for the Georgia Power Company, et al.~(Vogtle Electric ~
Generating Plant, Units.1 & 2), Docket Nos. 50-424/425-OLA-3
transcript dated September 8, 1995. Please insert'the corrected

!

pages and discard.the old pages.

If you have any questions, please contact Jack'Whetstine at
(301) .415-7391.

.

Enclosure:
As' stated

cc: Doris M. Moran
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13436
**

1 EXHIBITS

2 EXHIBIT NO. DESCRIPTION. IDENT REC'D
*

f) .

. '3 GPC-II-183 Trans. of Tape 99 Side A 13439 13440

4 GPC-II-184 Memo 01-02-91: Mr. Shipman

5 to Vogtle Employees 13439 13440
<

6 GPC-II-185 " Meet Your Inspectors",

7 Article 13439 13440

8 INT-II-236 Excerpts of OI Interview

9 of Mr. McCoy 13485 13486

10 INT-II-237 Trans. of Tape 218 Side B 13491-
,

"

11 INT-II-238 Post OL-Vogtle
.

12 Units 1 & 2 Calcon-

13 Sensor Failures 13509

. I }j
/

14 Board 10 Schematic Diagram of
.

I15 Control Logic on Diesel

: 16 Generator 13572

17

18

194

20

21
,

~

22

. 23

24

!/S 25
ji ).
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13486
**

1 batween pages 88 and 93. And I would move for the

2 admission of Intervenor 236.*

/~N -

> 3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Granted, subject to the right

4 to supplement, and also the possible calling of Mr. McCoy

5 in the future.

6 MR. KOHN: Okay.

7 (Whereupon, the above-referred to

8 document was marked as Intervenor

9 Ex. No. II-236 for identification,

10 and was received into evidence.)

11 MS. YOUNG: Judge Bloch, the Staff would just

12 like to interrupt for a question. When you say possible

13 calling of McCoy, I was trying to understand whether the

(O,/ 14 Board's previous ruling was done with the recognition

15 that, in part, Mr. Hairston was here because Mr. McCoy

16 could not be, and whether the Board was going to be

17 limiting the questions they would have asked. What is
\

18 your impression of what Mr. McCoy did, or what Mr. McCoy

19 was thinking?

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: My statement was only that we

21 don't want to preclude the possibility that Mr. McCoy

22 might later speak to us. We know it's not likely at the

23 present time, but --

24 MS. YOUNG: Well, can we ask Georgia Power for

( 25 a status on Mr. McCoy? Maybe off the record.
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1 recollections that both meetings were -- there were

''2 managers there. I-remember -- my. recollection is that Iys
,

''
3 saw Allen at both, but that's five -- five years old.

4 O So it's very -- it's a very high -- it could

5 be-that Mr. Mosbaugh only attended the one, and you just

6 don't remember?
.

7 A My belief is that since it was for all of.the

8 managers, he was probably at both. But, I mean, that's

9 just my belief, because of how the meeting was structured.

10 MR. KOHN: Okay. Your Honor, I'm going to

!

11 show the witness a document, and I'm not going to be !

12 introducing it through this witness since he wasn't a

13 participant in the conversation, and I'm going to ask that j
A
k ,) 14 this document be marked as Intervenor Exhibit 237. It's a ,

15 recently done, typed, partial transcript from tape 218,

16 side B, and the tape was done 7/25/90. And I'm just going ;

i

17 to -- and I'm just having this marked for identification,
1

18 Your Honor.
!

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Granted. Except -- yeah, it
i

.

20 should be marked -- what is the number you're giving it? )
1

21 MR. KOHN: 237, Your Honor, Intervenor II-237,

22 for identification purposes.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Granted.

24 (Whereupon, the above-referred to l

o
i I 25 document was marked as IntervenorG
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a.
1 Ex. No. II-237 for identification.)

*

fg 2 BY MR. KOHN:,

b
3 Q And I would just like you to look at this

4 transcript, and my question is, if this turns out to be an

5 accurate transcript of the conversation that Mr. Mosbaugh

6 had with Mr. Horton, in or about July 25, 1990, would that

7 indicate to you that your recollection that he attended

8 the Holiday Inn presentation may not be correct?

9 A I don't even know whether we're talking about

10 the same meeting. The dates look close. The meeting at

11 the Holiday Inn, my recollection, was lunch in -- in the

12 afternoon. This is talking about at night. I don't know

13 whether there was another meeting or -- or what. I could

14 not testify beyond the shadow of a doubt that -- you know,

15 who was there and who wasn't there. I know it was

16 supposed to be all of the managers, and my belief is that

17 it was in the afternoon.

1B Q Okay. Thank you.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: May I ask on the accuracy of

20 this transcript -- I notice that in the third line it

21 says, "I had something I had to go do with church." Is

1

22 that a capital C? Or is it with a church, or with the
'

23 church? I mean, what is that a person?--

24 MR. KOHN: No, no. That meant a church, a

(A,,) 25 religious institution.
.
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'. . . '
1 A I: don't know what's high. I know we've had

:'

2 some -- some failures. j
*js . , .

(_), '

3 :MR. KOHN: Well, there are -- I think the
-]

4 public record was shown. I have a demonstrative aid on .

5 this, which I'll -- okay. I'm going to mark a
,

6 demonstrative aid as Intervenor Exhibit 238. Your Honor, i

7 if I may do that for purposes of identification. And that

8 would be a one-page document entitled " Post-OL Vogtle i

e

9 Units 1 and 2 Calcon Sensor Failures."

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Granted. '

'
11 (Whereupon, the above-referred to

12 document was marked as Intervenor ~

13 Ex. No. II-238 for identification.) ;

(A_) 14 MR. KOHN: And -- ' '

15 MR. BLAKE: Have you seen this demonstrative
;

16 aid, Judge Bloch?

!
17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Pardon?

;

18 MR. BLAKE: Have you seen this demonstrative !

19 aid? -

* ;

r

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I don't think so.
?

i

21 MR. KOHN: No, I'm going to -- this is based

22 on one earlier provided by the -- we put in a change on j

23 it. !

>

24 MR. BLAKE: Earlier provided what?

O
: ( ,) 25 MR. KOHN: And, Your Honor, also for the '

'
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